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AN EmER~ INVESTIGATION AT MACH NUMEERS FROM

2.1 TO 3.0 OF CIRCULAR-INTERNAL-CONTRACTION

INLETS WITH TRANSLATING CENTERBODIES

By JhametA. Mossman and Frank A. PPyl

The total-pressure recovery characteristics of three circular
internal-compression inlets tith translating centerbodies were measured
at free-stream Mach numbers, u, from 2.1 to 3.0 at 0° geometric angle
of attack. Each of the inlets had the same ratio of the minimum area to

●

the entrance area (A~~Ai = 0.390) when the apex of the centerbody coin-
cided with the leading edge of the annulus. The inlets were empirically

. designed for Mach numbers near 2.5 since the contraction ratio was made
to correspond to the val%for isentropic recovery at I.&= 2.47. The
three inlets differed only in the shape of the internal compression
contours.

The pressure recovery of circular internal-compression inlets was
found to be as good as, or slightly better than single cone inlets up to
a Mach number of 3.0, the Mach number limit of this investigation. Of’
the inlets investigated the pressure recovery for the inlet having surface
contours composed of straight-line elements was the highest in the Mach
number range from 2.2 to 2.7. With this inlet, the maximum average total-
pressure ratio at the simulated compressor inlet station for & of 2.5
was 0.77. At Mach numbers from 2.7 to 3.0 the inlet having internal con-
tours designed empirically to approximate a uniform longitudinal pressure
gradient had the highest pressure recovery.

Surveys near the minimum area section of the straight-contoured
inlet showed that the shock-wave system was efficient, a pressure recovery
of 96 percent of free-stresm total pressure at & = 2.5 being measured
in the center region of the duct. These measurements showed large pres-
sure losses near the centerbody and annul.ussurfaces. However, further
downstream, at the simulated compressor station, the total-pressure vari-

. ation measured by the rake was only *2 percent of the average value for
the Mach number range from 2.1 to 2.5.

.
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INTRODUCTION
.

..
Several investigators (refs. 1, 2, and 3) have indicated that the

high wave drag associated with external-compression inlets at Mach numbers
#

greater than 2.0 can be virtually eliminated by employing internal com-
pression of the induction air. References 1 and 2 also reported that a
circular internal-compressioninlet can attain a pressure recovery equal
to single cone inlets having external compression at Mach num%ers up to
about 2.3. Use of a circular internal-compression inlet can result, there-
fore, in a net gain in propulsive force at Mach numbers up to 2.3.

The present tests were made to investigate at higher Mach numbers the
.-

pressure-recovery characteristics of three internal-compressioninlets
similar in shape to those reported in references 1 and 2. The three
inlets differed only in the shape of the internal contours. The investi-
gation was explorato~ and only the pressure recovery at 0° geometric
angle of attack was measured. Included in this re~rt is a discussion
of the considerations governing the design oS.this type of inlet.

*
SYMBOLS

A

&in
~

D

DA

%

M

P~

x

~
D

Y

area, s,qin.

contraction ratio (the minimum internal area of the
inlet divided by the inlet entrance area without
centerbody)

inlet entrance diameter, in.

local internal diameter of amulus, in.

local diameter of centerbody, in.

Mach number

total pressure, lb/sq ft

longitudinal distance from inlet lip
direction downstream), in.

longitudinal distance from the inlet
by inlet entrance diameter

radial distance from centerbody

.

station (positive

lip station divided

surface, in.

.

.
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Subscripts

compressor entrance station

iniet station (lip leading-edge station)

free-stream condition

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND M3DELS

A review of previous attempts to develop satisfactory internal.-
compression inlets and considerations of the general requirements for
efficient air-induction systems led to the following general criteria that
were used as a guide in the design of a new type of internal-compression
inlet.

1.

2.

3*

4.

5.

Attainment of low wave drag by keeping the inclination of the
external surfaces low relative _&mthe air stream

Utilization of multishock internal compression for high
pressure recovery

Avoidance of shock-induced separation during the internal-
conpression process

Elimination of corners in the internal duct

Use of a configuration in which the minimum area of the
internal duct could %e varied

The inclination of the external surfaces of an engine-inlet
combination must be kept small if the wave drag of the combination is to
be minimized. Theoretically, this can be achieved for a jet engine oper-
ating at Mach numbers above 2.0. At these speeds the diameter of the
induction-air streamtube can be as large as the maximum diameter of the
engine. Furthermore, an internal-c~Pression i~et ~Pses no sPecial
requirements on the external shape of the engine-inlet combination. Thus,
the external shape of the inlet-engine nacelle can be approximately cylin-
drical, making the angularity of the external surfaces small. It should
be mentioned that, in contrast, inlets with external compression require
large angularity of the external lip shape near the inlet entrance in
order to secure maximum pressure recovery.

.

.
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For high pressure recovery at Mach numbers
compression
flow) shows
have a high

is necessary. The following sketch
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above 2.0, multishock
(for two-dimensional ,*

that ‘asingle oblique-shockinlet (two-shock system) does not
theoretical pressure recovery. To increase the efficiency of
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Sketch (a)

the compression process, two of the present inlets (inlets 1 and 2) have
been designed to decelerate the induction air through a series of shock
waves. In one instance (inlet 3) the internal contours have been shaped
to attain shock-free”(or isentropic) flow, that is, no coalescence of
compression waves, in order to achieve efficient internal compression.
(See ref. 4.)

Although the importance of shock-induced separation appears to have
been recognized by early investigators in the field of air induction, pre-
diction of its occurrence has not been possible due to the lack of adequate
information on the pressure rise necessary to separate boundary layers at
supersonic speeds. It is only through relatively recent research efforts
that such information has been obtained (see refs. 5and 6). In the design
of the present internal compression inlets an attempt was made to minimize
shock-induced separation by keeping the pressure rise across each shock
wave low tliroughsmall angularity of the compression surfaces and multishock
compression. It should be remembered that, in addition to the step-like
pressure increases due to shock waves, pressure gradients on axially sy&
metric compression surfaces will occur. The effect of the pressure gradient
on the pressure ratios necessary for separation is, however, unknown.

.

.
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Where possible, corners should be eliminated in a ducting system
. because they can increase the pressure losses. Tests at supersonic speeds

of rectangular inlets which have converging side walls, reference 7,
showed the presence of concentrated regions of pressure loss in the
minimum-area section. Sketch (b) illustrates that these pressure-loss

Total-~ssuraconto!m

Nf new

/“00 b

& ~
/“ “

Gltrm-J ThatJ

Sketch (b)

regions occurred at the sides b. Inlets with cross sections composed of
. circular elements should eliminate such local regions of high-pressure

loss.

.
For an internal-compression inlet, efficient deceleration at any

supersonic Mach number requires that the minimum area of the convergent-
divergent duct be variable so that, first, the area can be large enough
to permit establishment of supersonic flow in the converging portion of
the duct and, second, the area can be reduced so that the ratio of minimum
area to streamtube area can approach the isentropic value. The limits of
the area-ratio variation are shown in the following sketch:

.

. .
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Sketch (c)
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Three of the configurations evolved using the preceding design
criteria are shown in the photograph of figure 1 and in the sketch of fig-
ure 2. A longitudinal cross section of inlet 1, shown in figure 2(a),
indicates that the internal surface elements are straight lines. The
annular and conical compression surfaces have small angularity, and the
decrease in air-f~ow cross-section area between the entrance and the
throat is apportioned equally ‘betweenthe centerbody and outer annulus
when the apex of the centerbody is positioned at the leading edge of the
annulus. The curved longitudinal surface elements of inlet 2 were empiri-
cally derived in an effort to secure a more uniform pressure gradient
between the entrance and throat than that for inlet 1. One-dimensional
flow relationships were used to compute the internal cross-sectional
areas. Ordinates for the inner surface of the annulus and the centerbcdy
are given in figure 2(b). The internal shape of inlet 3 was designed,
using the method of characteristics, to eliminate strong shock waves.
Ordinates and a sketch of this inlet are given in figure 2(c). For all’
three inlets the length of the annulus, the diameter of the inlet, and
the minimum-contraction ratio are the seine.

.

—
*

Frovision was made to translate the centerbodies so that sufficient
changes in the area ratio (Ami#Ai) could be “attainedto permit both
starting and efficient compression at Mach numbers near 2.5.

a
As the

centerbody is moved forward, the ratio of the minimum area to the inlet
area increases. Curves showing the longitudinal area distribution in -.
terms of the ratio Alocal/Ai for several pgsitions of the centerbody
are given for the three inlets in figures ~(a), (b), and (e). Figure 4
gives the area ratio, &i~Ai} as a function of centerbody position.
Study of these curves will show that for a given shape of the converging

—

portion of the duct, the minimum area and its longitudinal location are
functions of the shape of the rear portion of the centerbody. From consid-
eration of efficient subsonic diffusion, the angle of this surface should
be as small as possible. However, with small angles excessive translation

—

of the centerbody is necessary to obtain the proper minimum area for start-
ing. The present design is a compromise between these divergent require-
ments. (It shouldbe noted that the use of long cylindrical sections on
the centerbody for stabilization of the terminal shock wave also are pre-
vented by the limitation on centerbody translation.)

When the apex of the centerbody was coincident with the lip leadfng
edge, the ratio of the minimum area to the inlet area was 0.390 for each
of the three inlets. This contraction ratio-corresponds to the value for
isentropic recovery at ~ = 2.47 (see sketch (C))o Because of the shock
losses and boundary-layer growth on the centerbody and annulus, it is not
possible to achieve isentropic recovery. The effect of these losses is
to reduce the effective contraction ratio. Therefore, the inlets might
be considered as designed for the Mach number range up to about 2.6.

‘

.
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APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE
*

.

.

The circular internal-compression inlets were tested in an 8- _by
8-inch supersonic tind tunnel. A photograph of the wind tunnel with one
of the models mounted in the test section is shown in figure 5. This
wind tunnel is an intermittent-operation, nonreturn, varia%le-pressure
wind tunnel equipped with an asymmetric sliding-block nozzle for varying
the test-section Mach number. The dry-air supply, stored in five 36-foot-
diameter pressure tanks at a maximum pressure of 1~ pounds per square
inch gauge, was of sufficient volume that data for a given Mach numiberand
centerbody position could be obtained in a single run at nearly constant
stagnation pressure. Tests were performed at Mach nwibers from 2.1 to
3.0 at & geometric angle of attack and Reynolds numbers of approximately
10Xl&’ to 14Xl@ per foot, respectively.

A sketch showing the details of the model mounting and instrumentation
is given in figure 6. The centerbody, attached to the simulated compres-
sor hub, was translated mechanically through a system of gears from out-
side the tunnel wall. The movable plug at the model base was likewise
operated mechanically from outside the tunnel wall. The model was instru-
mented with 20 total-pressure tubes and 4 static-pressure tubes at the
compressor inlet station (see fig. 6) to obtain the total- and static-
pressure distribution. In addition to the pressure rakes at the compres-
sor inlet, a few tests were performed with a static-pressure orifice and
a total-pressure rake located 5-15/16 inches from the lip leading edge of
inlet 1. The static-pressure orifice was placed in the annulus, and a
,hole through the annulus wall was provided so that a total-pressure rake
could be translated vertically between the surfaces of the annulus and
centerbody.

To insure that the boundary layer on the internal surfaces of the
.

inlet would be turbulent, trarisitionwas fixed with small grooves near the
lip leading edge and the tip of the centerbody for each configuration
(see fig. 2). The size and nuniberof grooves necessary to fix transition
and still maintain a thin turbulent boundary layer were determined from
the results of shadowgraph observations obtained from tests conducted in
the Ames supersonic free-fMght wind tunnel. Various centerbody positions
were investigated for each model, and data were obtained only at plug
positions for which the inlet would operate supercritically. The highest
pressure recovery for each centerbody position at which the inlet would
operate supercritically ~s taken as the maximum pressure recovery.
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RESULTS

The pressure recovery measured for the %hree internal-compression
inlets during the present investigation was a function of three variables;
namely, free-stream Mach number, centerbody position, and location of the
terminal shock wave inside the duct. (The inlets were designed to have
the oblique wave from the center body apex fall inside the annulus lip
leading edge so that the mass-flow ratio would be unity. However, this
condition was not attained in the tests where inlets 1 and 3 operated below
mass-fiow ratios of unity at Mach numbers up to 2.3 and inlet 2 up to 2.7.
For these conditions then, the inlets operated with various amouats of
critical spillage which could effect slightly the external wave drag.)
The pressure recovery increased tith forward--movementof the terminal shock
wave to the most forward stable location; further forward movement of the.
wave resulted in a regurgitation of the wave and a reduction in the pres-
sure recovery. (IhMng the test, the terminal shock-wave position was
set by the position of the plug at the exit.) The pressure recovery
obtained with the shock wave in the most forward stable location is shown
in figure 7 as a function of Mach number and contraction ratio. Itromthese
data the maximum pressure recovery for a constant Mach number was obtained
and is presented for each of the inlets in figure 8 together with the
corresponding contraction ratio.

—

.

“

—

—

.
.—J-

The r“esultsof a total-pressure survey made near the uiinimumarea
section of inlet 1 (X/D = 2.38) are shown in figure 9. Surveys”were made
for free-stream Mach numbers of 2.1 and 2.5 with the Inlet terminal shock
wave ahead of and behind the survey station. Representative contour maps
showing the total-pressure-recoveryvariations at the compressor inlet
station are presented in figure 10-for inlet 1 at each Ma~h
and at the contraction ratio (or centerbody position) where
pressure recovery was obtained.

DISCUSSION

number tested
the maximum

—

The maximum pressure recoveries of the three circular internal-
compression inlets of this investigation and-the two similar circular
inlets reported in reference 1 are compared in figure 8 with the best pres-
sure recovery that has been obtained with single-cone inlets (see refs. 1
and 2). This figure shows the pressure recovery of circular internal-
compression inlets to be as good as, or slightly better than, single-cone
inlets up to a Mach number of 3.0, the limit of this investigation. It
should be remembered that this “recoveryis achieved by the internal-
compression inlets with comparatively low wave drag. .

met 1, which has compression surfaces generated by straight lines, -
had the highest recovery for the Mach number range f<om 2.2 to 2.7. Pres- . ‘
sure recovery for inlet 2 was greater than that of the straight contoured
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inlet at Mach numbers above 2.7. The inlet whose contours were derived
using the method of characteristics, i~et 3, had the lowest pressure
recovery. For inlet 3, theoretical calculations indicated a steep pres-
sure gradiemt in the region near the minimum ar-j ~d it is possible t~t
such gradients might have caused severe separation of the boundary layer.

For each of the inlets investigated the pressure recovery as a
function of contraction ratio (or centerbody ~sition) indicates that

@JPtm)= occurs near to, but is not always coincident tith, the minimum

value of the contraction ratio for supercritical operation (see fig. 7).
Visual schlieren observation showed stable inlet flow during supercritical
operation; that is, the internal shock system did not regurgitate.

Since inlet 1 had good pressure-recovery characteristics over a
range of Mach nubers, additional pressure surveys were made tO imesti-
gate the air flow in the region of the minimum area station. The internal
shock-wave system produced efficient supersonic compression of the induc-
tion air. Total-pressure-recovery profiles measured at X/D = 2.38
(fig. 9) showed very high pressure recovery (Pt/Pt = 0.97 at%= 2.1;

. Pt/Pt = 0.96 at & = 2.5) in the center of the an%lar duct. The pres-
sure ~osseswere greatest near thecenterbody and annulus surfaces, as
would be expected. Further downstream at the simulated compressor inlet,

. the internal flow becsme sufficiently mixed that the total-pressure recov-
ery contours (fig. 10) indicated only a slight deviation of about +0.02
from the integrated mean pressure for the Mach number range from 2.1 tO
2.5. Some asymmetry can be olmerved at the higher Mach numbersj mfch is
attributed to the model being at an effective 1° ta 1.5° angle of attack
due to the wind-tunnel stream angle. The contours presented in figure lo
correspmd ta
Mach number.

operation of the inlet near the maximum recovery at a given

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions were obtained
Mach numbers from 2.1 to 3.0 and a geometric
three circular internal-compression inlets:

from an investigation at
angle of attack of 0° of

1. The pressure recovery of circular internal-compression inlets
was as good as, or slightly better th~s SiWle cone fflets uP to a Mach
number of 3.0, the limit of this investigation.

. 2. The inlet which had compression surface contours composed of
straight-line elements gave the highest pressure recovery over the Mach
number range from 2.2 to 2.7.
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3. The inlet which had internal contours designed empirically to
approach a uniform longitudinal pressure gradient had the highest pres-
sure recovery at Mach numbers from 2.7 to 3.0.

k. Very high pressure recovery (equal to 0.96 at a free-stresm Mach
number of 2.5) was measured in the center region of the duct near the
minimum area of the inlet composed of straight-line elements.

.

d

5. The variation of total pressure at the
of the inlet with straight-line elements was +2
number range from 2.1 to 2.5.

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory

compressor inlet station
percent for the Mach

National Advisory Conn&ttee for Aeronautics
Moffett Field, Calif.,

.—
July 6, 1956
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